# Sensory Scavenger Hunt

Using your five senses of taste, sight, smell, hearing, and touch, find as many items you can from the list below.

## TASTE
**Find Something**
- Sweet
- Sour
- Salty
- You think is tasty
- You don’t like the taste of

## SEE
**Find**
- Something blue
- A mirror
- Glasses
- A drawing
- A photograph
- Reflective
- Something red and green

## SMELL
**Find Something that Smells**
- Like flowers
- Stinky
- Minty
- Fruity
- Sour
- Fresh & clean
- Pleasant
- Earthy like dirt

## FEEL/TOUCH
**Find Something That’s**
- Soft
- Rough
- Hard
- Slimy
- Smooth
- Squishy
- Fluffy
- Pointy

## HEAR
**Find Something That**
- Dings
- Whistles
- Plays music
- Chirps
- Rattles
- Crunches
- Bangs
- Buzzes

## BONUS
**Using Your Senses Can You**
- Hear a clock ticking
- See something with leaves
- Feel something warm
- Smell food cooking
- Taste a vegetable
- See something shiny
- Hear someone talking
- Feel something wet